
AMERICAN CAR CRAFT INSTRUCTION 

Mustang GT 5.0 Fuel Rail Coil Pack Covers Illuminated 14pc 

Part #273035 

Parts Included: 

2- Adhesive Promoter Packs

2-Stainless Fuel Rail Covers

8-Chrome Decorative Half Shell Top Hat Covers

4-Chrome Tall Top Hat Covers

4-Small Zip Ties

Introduction This new kit is simple to install yet offers a truly custom look to your 5.0 

MUSTANG’S coil pack covers 



Liner info: Your new accessories will come to you with a protective surface liner. Leave this 

liner in place until the installation is complete to prevent finger prints and or possible scratches 

during installation. This liner is required to remain on the part until you are instructed to 

remove it.   

1. Thoroughly scrub clean the entire surface of the factory fuel rail/coil pack covers to

remove any and all road grime and dirt. Then swipe the areas with the adhesive

promoter provided. This chemical not a cleaner but an adhesive accelerator and must

be used as such in order to expect a good long lasting bond.

2. Before you permanently attach the new stainless covers take a moment to set each

cover in place to get acquainted with their intended position as well as the overall

fitment and contour. Although the new covers come to you preformed it may be

necessary to further tweak their shape by hand in order to achieve the most contact for

a good bond. Once you have everything ready simply peel the red release liner from the

back of each cover and then firmly press them to the stock cover making sure that the

attachment tape has made a good and complete contact. Remove the protective liners.

3. You kit has come to you containing 8 chrome decorative half shell top hat covers and 4

tall top hat covers, each containing butyl putty for mounting. You have also received 4

small zip ties. Once you have finished installing the stainless covers and then installed

the covers onto your engine simply press the 8 half shell covers over each of the 8 coil

pack connectors. This will give these connectors a nice finished look.

4. The 4 remaining covers are to be applied to the 4 electrical sensors just in front of each

fuel rail cover. Since the wires for these sensors are sort of randomly leading up to the

censors. Use the small zip ties to strap the wires at the sensors base around to the back

of the sensor and then trim the zip tie. This will create a nice neat arrangement for the

new chrome caps to set atop the sensors giving a nice custom and complete

appearance. Simply press them onto each censor with the notch in the covers over the

wires you just strapped to the censor.

When it comes to quality chrome trim and accessories, American Car Craft is the brand you can depend on.

https://www.carid.com/chrome-accessories.html
https://www.carid.com/american-car-craft/

